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What makes some software appear modern and other software appear old or worn out.  There are a 

number of issues that need to be considered. 

1. Color and images  
Our brains are conditioned to respond to color.  The use of color – as long as it makes sense 

creates a modern look. 

 

 

 
 

Each color means something.  Once you learn the code, a HUGE amount of information can be 

displayed using color and shading along with the text.  
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Some more examples of color and images.  Color should only be used to attract attention and 

not just to make something appear colorful.  Too much color defeats the purpose of using color 

in the first place.  IN this example only selected fields have color, again to indicate specific 

functionality. 

 

 
Departure list showing late departures in YELLOW and overdue departures in RED. 
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Housekeeping status:  Red X – not clean, green check – clean, Hand bell - Check In, Light bulb - 

needs attention.  Coded and packed information. 

 

2. Multiple Windows 
The operating system is called Windows – plural.  This means you can have multiple “things” 

open at the same time.  Typically you have your email open, maybe a Word document, your 

Hotel software and maybe some other windows open.  Within the hotel software itself, you 

should be able to open multiple windows and be able to resize then and place them on your 

screen to create your own hotel “desktop”. 

 

 

These multiple windows should be non-model.  This means that you do NOT have to shut one in 

order to open another. 

With the advent of large computer monitors (25”), having multiple windows is a great 

advantage.  You can create your own dashboard of programs – CONTROL, reservations, payment 

entry, charge entry, searching, etc. 
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3. Hyperlinks  
Modern application software should work like the internet.  When you double click an item, the 

context should shift to whatever was clicked.  For instance double clicking on a reservation on 

the CONTROL screen should open the reservation program with that reservation ready for 

viewing or editing. 

Click the PAYMENT button and the payment screen opens (non modal).  Switching between 

multiple Windows with hyperlinks makes the software very lively and responsive – modern 

feeling. 

 

 

4. Easy searching 
Modern databases can grow very large over time.  Finding data can be troublesome without 

good searching technology. 

Example of searching for a name where similar entries are often present. 

 

Entering part of the name brings up a “Google Like” list of guests showing last name, first name, 

mobile phone, city (or other configurable data).  Makes selection of returning guests easy and 

helps prevent duplicate guest profiles. 
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In this example searching reservations using reservation number, or room, or room type, or 

guest name, or agent (company) or arrival date – or some part of the reservation.  A modern 

“finder” allows for more options that simple match what I entered: 

 Is – exact match 

 Start With – appears at the start of the match 

 Contains – appears anywhere within 

End with – at the end 

Sounds like – a “fuzzy match” – best guess. 

 

This sort of searching makes it MUCH easier to find the correct data when you only have partial 

information for the search. 
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5. Right Click 
Click, double click and Right Click – all operations in modern software.  Typically click selects, 

double click is a hyperlink and right click is for MORE. 

 

Right click a cell on the CONTROL screen brings up a menu of actions.   

In other places a detailed window will pop up, eliminating the need to memorize things like 

package rate elements.  Simply Right Click and all is displayed. 
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6. Dashboards or Visual displays 
Complex data needs to be summarized and displayed properly in a concise summarized form. 

 

5 panel dash board showing room usage, occupancy forecast, housekeeping and maintenance, 

night audit status and daily summary figures.  We call this the General Manager’s View. 

Dashboards should be configurable with lots of choices. 
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7. Action Lists 
Instead of printed lists that become stale almost as soon as they are printed, dynamic action lists 

are used.  Arrival list, Departure List, Deposits Owing, etc. 

 

 

Yellow is late, red is overdue – needs attention.  New lines appear as reservations for 

today are entered.  Lines disappear as reservations are checked in.  All dynamic. 

 

8. Granular Security 
Users belong to groups and groups are granted security.  For example a front desk clerk can 

enter a reservation but cannot override prices or other sensitive information without a 

manager’s override.  Each “grain” is a separate security object than can be granted or not.  

Starts with individual programs – like entering Rates.  Manages can edit Rates, Front Desk 

cannot.  Then within programs – like the CONTROL screen or the Reservation program there are 

what we call “level 2” security.  A user can enter reservations but cannot check someone into a 

dirty room.  A user can see some parts of the CONTROL screen like room availability but not the 

Summary tab with daily dollar values. 
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9. Current Infrastructure 
Modern software should run on the latest Windows OS, in 2016 this is WIN10.  It should run on 

an industry standard database like Microsoft Sequel Server (MS-SQL) or MySQL.  The database 

should include a standard automated backup.  The software should be web deployable – able to 

be hosted – and should also work fine on a desktop computer.   
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